3DESIGN CAD
Leading Jewelry Software Solution
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JEWELRY SPECIFIC

3DESIGN CAD
SOFTWARE SOLUTION

The Jeweler’s Choice
Since 1938, Gravotech brands have been global leaders in the design, manufacturing and distribution of innovative solutions for engraving, marking and artistic modeling.

3DESIGN V9

Since its first release in 2002, 3DESIGN CAD revolutionized 3D jewelry design thanks to its parametric history concept and intuitive interface that lets users design directly with rendered metals and stones.

Today, 3DESIGN V9 is the leading solution adopted by thousands of jewelers around the world.

3SHAPER: The brilliant 3D Sculpting module for 3DESIGN CAD8

For designers interested in pushing the design boundaries even further and to include free-form and organic shapes to their models, 3Shaper is their solution. Using subdivision modelling, designers can push, twist and bend models like they would with clay.

DEEPIMAGE: 3D Rendering and animation studio

The ideal tool to create high quality renderings in no time by simple drag and drop material and backgrounds. Deepimage takes care of calculating reflections and lightings to produce realistic images everytime.

3DESIGN BENEFITS:

PARAMETRIC CONSTRUCTION
- Instant edition of models and automatic recalculation
- Create collection & variations from a single model
- Exactly match customers’ idea before their eyes

VISUAL & INTUITIVE INTERFACE
- Attractive & realistic material and stone colors
- Direct use of solid objects for better visualization
- Weight estimation based on material for better pricing

PAVE PERFECTION
- Quick and accurate stone adjustment
- Exquisite pave craftsmanship with ajours
- Easy pricing with exact stone count & inventory

MULTI-PLATFORM COMPATIBILITY
- MAC OS X 10.7 – 10.9
- Windows 7/8/10

GLOBAL REACH & LOCAL SUPPORT
- Training lounge with extensive technical videos collection
- User’s forum with posts and questions from fellow 3Designers
- Several US Training centers
- Professional live technical support

Gravotech, Inc
2200 Northmont Parkway | Duluth, GA 30096 | USA
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info@3design.us   |   www.3design.us